BLACK HEART NEWS January 2019
HAPPY NEW YEAR!!! Hoping 2019 will be even better for all of us than 2018 was.
2019 marks Black Heart’s 10th Anniversary. Ten years ago this month, sculptor Joe Simon, molder and caster
Mark Brokaw of Earthbound Studios, and Claudia Fercello, my significant other, talked me into starting up
this little business. It was intended to be a little thing that would produce a couple of kits a year.
Black Heart debuted at WonderFest in Louisville that year and found a couple of dozen folks interested
enough in the concept of life-sized monster heads hanging on their walls that they actually bought some.
Before we knew it, we had a website, a social media presence, and a few dozen more folks buying a wallhanger or two.
Since 2009, Black Heart has released more than 50 large scale busts and wall-hangers. We’ve done four prepainted statues, also introduced microMANIA™, our line of inexpensive small scale busts and figures. By
the end of 2019, we will have at least 60 microMANIA™ busts, figures and bases.
This year Black Heart will introduce a new line of kits; a couple of 1:2 scale busts; two new 1:1 scale wallhangers, one of which will be a joint venture with our close friends at Earthbound Studios, and the other a
50s favorite being revisited by one of our favorite sculptors; and a new 1:1 scale 360 Series bust of a classic
monster.
In addition to all of that, and in celebration of our 10th year in business, Black Heart will re-release our
Predator Elder wall-hanger and our Mr. Hyde wall-hanger. Prices and release dates will be posted here in
the coming months but we expect to make them available in mid-May. Check back here for details.
We thank all of you who have supported Black Heart during the last ten years and hope to see your support
for the next ten.

New Stuff from Black Heart
Black Heart’ eighth bust in our line of tribute busts is our Frank Frazetta Tribute which is available now.
Licensed by Frazetta Jr. Enterprises, LLC and sculpted by Jeff Yagher, the bust stands 19 inches tall and is
available as a painted statue. Digital concept sketches for the bust were done by Argentina’s Amilcar Fong.
This limited edition of the painted Frazetta Tribute is only 350 busts and features Frazetta’s likeness and the
3D (hand-sculpted) renderings of many of the artist’s most recognizable works: King Kong, Death Dealer and
many more. Very minor assembly is needed. The painted bust retails for $629.99 plus $45 s/h in the
continental U.S. The bust is also available as an unpainted bust for modelers preferring to finish their own.
The unpainted Frazetta Tribute retails for $315 plus $45 s/h in the U.S.

Limited edition bronze finish bust

Unpainted bust

microMANIA
Coming this spring will be Black Heart’s first expansion into sci-fi hardware model kits. The concept for this
kit was born in 1997 by the original GEOmetric Design. GEOmetric commissioned Steve Wang to do a series
of concept sketches based on ut, for an assortment of reasons, GEOmetric never pulled the trigger and the
project was back-burnered.
When GEOmetric was sold in 2003, the concept sketches were safely stored away (just in case). Fifteen
years later, in the summer of 2018, and more than twenty years after GEOmetric commissioned the original
concept sketches, Black Heart pulled out the concept sketches. We decided that with digital sculpting and
printing, technology and timing were right to venture in to doing something completely different. So, we
commissioned Italian digital artist Danielle Danko Angelozzi to bring Steve’s concept sketches into the 3rd
dimension. The POD is now in production and expected to land in May.
The POD will and its pilot will be part of Black Heart’s microMANIA line of kits. The POD will stand about 6
inches tall, 8 inches with the hatch door open and revealing the vehicle’s interior; its pilot is about 4 inches
tall. More pics coming next month.
.
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microMANIA (cont’d)
Other 2019 microMANIA releases will be: a classic monster-meets-monster diorama with lighted lab
equipment; a unique classic sci-fi hardware/figure/diorama combo that answers the Golden Age of Sci-Fi
question, “Who Goes There?”; and bases for our existing microMANIA figures.
Also coming soon are some other notable additions to our microMANIA
line of busts.
Shane Foulkes of Cretaceous Creations has completed work on the first
four of a planned line of microMANIA dinosaur busts. Available soon are
our microMANIA Styracosaurus, microMANIA Carnotaurus, microMANIA
Tyrannosaurus Rex, and microMANIA Parasaurolophus.
These are a bit larger than our other microMANIA busts and will cost a few
dollars more but will still be a great bargain for hobbyists and collectors.
Price to be determined soon. As is the case with our other microMANIA
busts, each is pegged and will come with a base sculpted by Shane for this
set of microMANIA bust.

Black Heart’s microMANIA Styracosaurus, Parasaurolophus, Carnotaurus and Tyrannosaurus Rex sculpted by Shane Foulkes

__________________________________________________________________________________________

Coming in 2019
Mark Brokaw and George Stephenson have worked
together on garage kit projects for more than 30
years. Mark’s company, Earthbound, is one of the
best molding and casting enterprises in the hobby
and designs and produces some of the best large
scale busts the hobby has ever seen.
Many of Black Heart’s busts have been produced by
Earthbound and our companies will continue this
work together for years to come. But, in 2019,
Earthbound and Black Heart have formalized a joint
venture to produce garage kits that neither company
alone might have undertaken.
This joint venture is called Black Earth. Stay tuned.

Earthbound Studios Big Heads
Earthbound Studios has been quietly plugging away and
producing quality large scale busts as good as anything on the
market and available in our website store. Check out what’s
new from Earthbound.

Alien Big Head
21 inches tall
$230 + $60 U.S. S & H
Sculpted by Joe Simon

1:1 Scale Pit and the Pendulum Big Head
20 inches tall
$260 + $60 U.S. S & H
Sculpted by Jeff Yagher

Earthbound Big Heads (cont’d)

War of the Gargantuans Big Head

Gargantuan Set (Both busts)
Each stands 19 inches tall
$350 + $60 U.S. S & H

Gaira (Green Garganutan)
$185 + $45 U.S. S & H

Sanda (Brown Gargantuan)
$175 + $45 U.S. S & H

To order Earthbound products, go to https://blackheartmodels.com/big-head-busts-earthbound-studios.
__________________________________________________________________________________________
The Hardcore Modelers Manual™
Check out this month’s pre-publication excerpt from Lacey
Mautler’s The Hardcore Modeler’s Manual (HMM). Find out just
how hardcore you are about your hobby by taking the Hardcore
Modelers Survey™.
Future excerpts will assist modelers and/or their loved ones in
managing their participation in this unique hobby, maintaining
healthy relationships with family members, friends, employers, coworkers, delivery personnel (postal workers, UPS drivers, etc.) and
possibly even folks in whom modelers might have a romantic
interest.
Visit HMM at https://blackheartmodels.com/manuals.
We hope you’ll get a chuckle out of it. And, if you have experiences
or subjects you’d like to see tackled by HMM, please email your
suggestions to Lacey Mautler.
__________________________________________________________________________________________

2019 CONVENTIONS Tentative Schedule

AdeptiCon March 27 – 31

Renaissance Schaumburg Convention Center Hotel
1551 N. Thoreau Drive
Schaumburg, IL 60173
AdeptiCon has grown consistently over the past sixteen years, from the
humble 110 person event in 2002, to the amazing 4,500 attendees
AdeptiCon hosted in 2018. Over these sixteen years, AdeptiCon has
been held at five different venues. AdeptiCon expanded from a handful
of events to well over 460 tournaments, event games, and hobby
seminars covering all aspects of the miniature war gaming hobby.

For more information, go to https://www.adepticon.org/

__________________________________________________________________________________________

WonderFest June 1 – 2, 2019

Crowne Plaza Louisville Airport Hotel
830 Phillips Lane
Louisville, KY 40209
WonderFest is a weekend of hobby escape that is held
every summer in Louisville, Kentucky. WonderFest
features movie special effects guests: the largest model
contest in the U.S. for sci-fi, horror & comics-related
subjects: model and toy dealers galore: and seminars to
entertain and improve modeling skills!
For more information, go to https://wonderfest.com/

__________________________________________________________________________________________
G-Fest July 12 to 14, 2019
Crowne Plaza Chicago O’Hare
5440 North River Road
Rosemont, IL 60018
G-FEST is the largest regular gathering of Godzilla and
Japanese monster fans in the world. Held each summer, it
typically attracts more than 1000 attendees, but has seen a
gradual increase in attendance over the past few years.
G-FEST is a family-oriented convention which caters to a
wide variety of interests within the kaiju genre. G-FEST
features presentations and Q & A sessions by actors and
crew from the Japanese Godzilla films, fan presentations
on topics of interest, contests and gaming, new and classic
kaiju movies, the western world’s largest kaiju-oriented
dealers room, and lots of kaiju fun and camaraderie.
For more information, go to http://www.g-fan.com/html/gfest_xxvi/registration_xxvi.php

Gen Con August 1 – 4, 2019

Indianapolis Convention Center
100 South Capitol Avenue
Indianapolis, IN 46225
Gen Con is the original, longest-running gaming convention in the
world! Founded in 1968, Gen Con hosts the largest consumer
hobby, fantasy, science fiction, and adventure game convention in
North America. With 500 exhibiting game companies, awardwinning authors and artists, vibrant costumes, thousands of
events, family entertainment, food trucks, a beer garden, and the
debut of hundreds of exciting new games, Gen Con truly is The
Best Four Days in Gaming™.
For more information, go to: https://www.gencon.com/

_____________________________________________________________________________
2019 Date To Be Announced

Indianapolis, Indiana
MASK-FEST is a family-friendly convention that celebrates the
artistry of MASKS, MAKE-UP, MONSTERS, and HALLOWEEN!
At MASK-FEST, you'll witness aisle upon aisle of independent
artists selling, demonstrating and displaying collectible
masks, makeup fx, props, model kits and busts, and every
other sort of monstrous goody you can imagine.

For more information, go to https://www.maskfest.com/events.shtml.
_________________________________________________________________________________________

JerseyFest September 6- 9, 2019

Newark, New Jersey
JerseyFest is the best model kit and statue fair on the east
coast, a show which caters to hobbyists and collectors of
busts, figures, model ships and vehicles based on horror, scifi, comic, and fantasy subjects. The show offers sculpting
classes, airbrushing classes, painting classes and assorted
seminars and demos by some of the top artists in the hobby.

For more information about this annual convention, check out http://jerseyfestfair.com/.
______________________________________________________________________________________

CUSTOMER GALLERY

microMANIA Morticia painted by
James Wappel

Bride of Frankenstein painted by
Jeff Camp

microMANIA Geronimo painted by
Randy Pavatte

microMANIA Werewolf painted by
Jessica Bathory

1:1 scale Medusa painted by
Mike “The Modeler” Reagan

Paul Blaisdell Tribute bust painted by George Stephenson

